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Welcome to the Voices of Circle, Volume V
	
  

Welcome to Voices of Circle, A Circle of Voices, a
collection of writings by the 2016 Circle Camps teen campers.
We are grateful to the Harold and Marion Bobroff Foundation for
inspiring and funding this project. Their generosity and vision has
enabled us to make writing a part of the teen camp experience
at both Circle of Tapawingo and Circle of EKC.
Voices of Circle is truly a “circle of voices.” The poems,
essays and reflections represent the broad reach of Circle
Camps with teen campers from many states, including Maine,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, NY,
and West Virginia. The girls all come to camp with different life
experiences and different camp histories. Some of our writers are
first time Circle campers and others have made a week at Circle
part of their lives for as long as they can remember. All have
one thing in common: the loss of a parent. At camp the bonds
forged in shared experiences so often eclipse differences.
Nearly all girls at Circle Camps are relieved and happy to be
able to be in a place in which “everyone is the same.”
In the midst of busy schedules filled with land sports, crafts,
yoga, swimming, canoeing, tubing, giggling and singing
treasured camp songs together, we asked teen campers to take
some time to think, reflect and write. As in past years, we were
struck by their readiness and willingness to share their feelings on
paper—even those girls for whom writing does not come easily
clearly felt they had something to say. While we invited them to
write fiction, social commentary or anything else they wanted, it
did not surprise us that nearly all chose to write about their loss
and what camp means to them as they cope with their grief
and share their memories. We think that says it all and hope you
do, too.
Caren Bobroff

Voices of Circle Coordinator
Circle Camps for Grieving Children
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Greetings from Caren Bobroff
August 2016
Dear Circle Community,
This summer was another memorable one working with
Ronna Askin, Kristin Meyer, Lindsay Clark, Jinny Cohen, BJ
Goldberg, and all the other teen bunk counselors and campers
to create Voices of Circle, A Circle of Voices, Volume Five.
Being at camp this summer, I once again got to be part of all the
day-to-day moments that make Circle such an empowering
experience for campers and counselors, alike.
As a teenager, my mom, Marion, lost both her parents
within a year of each other. I know she would have benefited so
much from the support and community experience Circle
Camps for Grieving Children offers its campers. That is why these
past five years have been such an important opportunity for me
to honor my mother’s legacy by supporting Voices of Circle
through the Marion and Harold Bobroff Charitable Foundation.
During my week here I have often thought of how happy
my mother would be to know that Circle Camps is here to help
girls who have lost a parent. My mom was also a true believer in
the power of the camp experience. I know that it would make
her heart sing to see Circle campers tubing across the lake,
singing at campfires, performing in the Circle of Stars talent show
and most of all, sharing their voices in their writing.
xoxo Caren Bobroff
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Emptiness
By, Maile

Full
a bad birthday present
meaningless condolences
hate and prejudice harboring relatives
the support of a family unmet
a scary vacation
a choice not to say goodbye
an unfulfilled promise
the Emptiness gets bigger
friends who don’t understand
but try anyway
never comparing my situation to their past experiences
always supporting and listening and willing to distract
the hole becomes smaller
over time the hole is covered with a thin sheet
that hardens into rock, but the Emptiness always remains
and there are things that can break through even rock.

Questions to my Father
By, Rachel

Father, why did you leave me?
Can you hear me?
Is Heaven pretty?
Do you feel pain?
How is nana, auntie and papa?
Can you see me?
Do you still love me?
Am I still your little girl?
Why couldn’t you have been stronger, to hold on?
Do you miss me?
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Why can’t you walk me down the aisle?
Am I pretty?
Do I make you proud?
Father –
When do I ever make you proud enough that you can say she’s
my baby girl? Can you feel my pain when I can’t call, feel, or
listen to you? Daddy, why did you have to be so sick, so sick
that you couldn’t do things with me? Are you listening? Is it my
fault? Was I not worthy enough? You caused mommy too
much pain. I am not normal anymore. Your time had come too
soon, but I still love you to the moon.
- Rachel

Wishes
By, Kieryn

I wish somebody would give everyone three wishes
Then again not the best idea.
I would wish to see my dad for as long as possible to make up
the ten years lost
And I would wish to see the two labs I loved so so much
Logan and Belle
If you think I don’t love them a lot,
Then explain to me why I have two stuffed animals named after
them.
I haven’t used up my three wishes, have I?
Well I’m saving that last one for later in my life…
Who knows what will happen in the future?
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Circle of…
By, Alyssa

True friends that understand you
A lot of fun
People who care
Always reaching out
Waiting for hope
Inspiring leaders
New stories, new friends
Grateful for the memories I have
On my way
My Dad
By, Riley

Reliable
Unconditional love
Superhero
Sociable, loved to talk and laugh
Energetic, always outdoors
Loving
How is Circle Different from Other Camps?
By, Tricia

At Circle, everyone has one thing in common - we all have
experienced the loss of a parent. From my experience at other
camps, I can tell you, that is not the case. Circle Camp really
helps you grieve. It doesn’t show you how to suppress your
feelings, it teaches you how to express them. Circle is my only
chance to talk to people who know what I am going through.
Circle also has lots of fun activities from swimming to soccer to
crafts. Yes, sure other camps are fun, but nothing will ever be as
great as Circle Camp!
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DAD
By, Shannon

I miss him…
I miss him telling me what’s possible, what he thinks of my future.
That I’m so bright or how I’m determined…
all of the things he was.
I miss the pep talks about third grade.
I miss all the movies…
I miss waiting all week just to see your face again…
I miss hearing “I love you” every weekend…
I miss the long phone calls at night and your old fashion letters…
But I kept them…I don’t know why…
Maybe because I thought they would come in handy…
I never thought this way though.
I miss you…
Not everything happens for a reason…
God didn’t “need” you…
When I think of you, I always try not to dwell over the fact that
you’re gone because of course I care…
Of course I wanted you to stay…
But I know that this has made me stronger…
That you have made me stronger…
And that you are watching me in heaven,
And that you, my dad, are even more proud of me,
And know how much
I still…love you, and think about what you would say or do if
you were sitting next to me right now…
Because I miss you.

The Feeling of Grief
By, Tara

The feeling of grief is unimaginable to the average person,
and they say there are five stages – denial, anger, bargaining,
guilt and acceptance. For me, the denial started right after I
found out and stuck around for a year or so. I thought I was
having a cruel prank pulled on me or that someone was hiding
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the real truth from me. Then, like a big red truck, anger hit. I
refused to talk to anyone and believed that no one understood
me, so there was no reason to talk about it.
Next, I denied that there was anything I could do. I
imagined that if I only worked hard enough I might get him, my
dad, back. I spent a portion of my life wishing for a second
chance. Then, I think that I could have had an impact on
whether my dad died. Is there anything I could have done
differently? Should I feel guilty?
Finally, the best part, acceptance. I have realized that I
can’t do anything about what has already happened prior to
the pain and loss. I now understand that even though my loss
made me weak, it has strengthened me as well. Good has
come out of the dark. Three summers ago I was introduced to a
place of friendship and support, girls who know exactly what I
was are going through. A place where I feel at home and safe,
a place called Circle at Tap.

Mom
By, Sam

You were so many things. Most mothers are caring and loving.
You definitely had those qualities, but you had so much more
then that. You were hard working, fun to be with and, most
importantly, you were inspiring. Even though I don’t remember
you that much because I was so young when you passed, even
now I love you like you are my best friend. I can’t say how much
I miss you and how much I want to be standing there with Dad
when I walk off the bus coming home from Circle Camp. You
have made a big difference in our family. You have made Dad,
Julia and I so much closer.
Thank you, Mom, for moving us forward.
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The Tree
By, Samantha C.

Once we sat at a tree
then you disappeared
I sat alone
rain fell, snow fell
I sat in the cold
weeds grew in your spot
I sat waiting
But I knew
I knew you weren’t coming back
so I cried
and the rain fell

Cat-a-pedes
By, Zoe

Cat-a-pedes think you’re great.
Tell you you’re smart
Don’t tell you you’re fat
Cat-a-pedes don’t lie
Cat-a-pedes don’t tell your secrets
Cat-a-pedes don’t hurt you
They love you
And trust you
And listen
Cat-a-pedes aren’t real.
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Stay Strong
By, Samantha H.

The pain is still a fresh bruise
A band-aid that will never come off
Yes I was young
But the words like a mantra
“Stay Strong”
A dam behind my eyes
A broken one behind others
gathered to mourn the pain
“Stay strong”
My family fifteen minutes away
Yet, so far away
but you smile anyways
“Stay Strong”
A family party you do not miss
memories spoken
but wish to be lived
“Stay strong”

A Circle
By, Ruthie

Person
Stronger, confident
Calming, accepting, feeling
Friend, camper, Circle, family
Sharing, loving, understanding
Helpful, fun
Community
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The Watchers
By, Irelynn

We sit and watch
Nothing we can do
Nothing we can say
We sit in remorse
Funeral after funeral
All we can do is mourn
People are dying
Children are crying
But yet there’s nothing we can do
Except watch.

One Day
By, Ella

One day my dad was here,
safe and sound.
One day he was not
confusion and loss.
One time I went to circle
relief and comfort
Now three times, I never want to leave
acceptance and joy!

Circle Heals
By, Katy

Circle of Tapawingo is a safe, judgment-free environment
where people have a safe place. I like Circle because you are
with other people that know how you feel, while at home you
have friends, but they don’t understand. At Circle you get to
have fun and grieve for your loss. When you arrive the first day
you get to know all the girls. At home I feel alone, while here
there is always someone to talk to! Circle provides life long
friends that you will always have something in common with.
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Stephen
By, Angie

Sarcastic – had something sarcastic to say all the time.
Talkative – would always enjoy a conversation.
Excellent – just was amazing.
Priceless – will never find someone as great as him.
Handy – could fix or build anything.
Empowering – wanted things to go his way.
Notable – noteworthy for his acts.

You’re Gone
By, Angie

Dear Dad,
You’re gone and not coming back. I wish you were here so
I could talk to you and just have things be like they used to be. I
wish you were here so I didn’t feel so alone, and like I have to
face everything alone. If you were here, I believe everyone
would be happy again. I mean we all put a smile on our faces
just to get through the day. Everyone thinks about you and what
happened, it’s still hard to believe. I know some people are
mad that you left, but I’m not because I know it wasn’t your
choice. I just hope you think about us. A lot of things have
changed since you left and we all miss you. We try to talk about
you. It’s just hard.
Love from your daughter,
Angelina
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There’s Always Circle Camp
By, Leticia

In winter there’s always snow,
In fall there’s always cold,
In spring there’s always flowers in bloom,
But in summer there’s always Circle Camp.
There’s always fun in the sun, new friends.
There’s always someone to talk to, to turn to.
There’s always Circle Camp.

Mom
By, Gina

Excellent – amazing in every way
Loving – she cared about everybody
Incredible – she was!
Always – loving and caring
Beautiful
Encouraging – always helping others
Tall
Happy – she was such a peppy person.
My Story
By, Gina

My mom passed away when I was one year old. I wasn’t really
sure what happened because I was so young. Over time I
figured it out and it was a tough time for me. Every year we
have a party on my mom’s birthday and one of her close friends
sings a song for year and every year I cry.
Since I have been coming to Circle of Tapawingo, I have been
feeling better and better. At Circle everybody is going through
the same thing as me. So Circle makes me feel like it a place
where I can express my feelings, where nobody will judge me
because they all know what I’m going through. Camp has just
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made me more comfortable about the loss of my mom.
Whenever I tell some one that doesn’t know my mom passed I
get really uncomfortable, but I wait to cry. When I tell people at
camp they all make it okay because they are through it too.
They understand like other people don’t! Circle Camp is one of
the best places I’ve been.

Dear Papa
By, Amaqui

Having you gone is the equivalent to seeing 100,000 souls
washed away into the night. The pain is sometimes just
unbearable. But then again you decided to leave, you decided
to go. I know you had a mental illness, but still you gave up, you
didn’t fight through. I still have images of your dead body on
your Ipad - your face desiccating. Mama wouldn’t let me see
you, so I had to find it for myself. Even though I’m mad that you
took your own life, I still miss your fun, light personality. Dancing
all the time to salsa music, or camping in the woods with the
bears. My adventures with you were exceptional.
Mama misses you too, and Kai. They both want you here.
We talk about you a lot and Mama says that she wishes you just
had no mental illness, but I guess that comes with the package.
Her face seems sad whenever I mention, don’t worry though
she’s fine. She’s happy. I guess that’s all I have to say
considering this letter is never going to be sent to you, and you’ll
never read it. So all I have to say is bye-bye.
Love,
Amaqui
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What Circle Means to Me…
By, Kate

Circle of Tapawingo
Incredible things
Real friends
Camp = home
Loving
Emotions.
Camps
Amazing people
Memories
People are always there for you
Special.

Pain to Happiness
By, Emily M.

Pain
Sad, Lonely
Hurting, Feeling, Aching
Grief, Tears, Love, Laughs
Smiling, Feeling, Living
Beautiful, Unforgettable
Happiness
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A Feeling of…
By, Sabrina

Love
A feeling of pure happiness.
Fear
A feeling of being scared.
Love + Fear = Lovear
Lovear
A feeling you get when someone important to you dies.
When someone important to you dies, you love them.
Love their company.
Love their heart.
Love them.
When someone important to you dies, you fear how you will go
on.
Fear that they won’t be there.
Fear that you will never see them again.
Fear that you can’t move on.
To opposite things that meet.
And so where do you go from here?
Support
A way to help someone feeling grief.
People need other people to be there.
The feeling of not being alone fulfills the sad empty spaces.
The feeling of someone caring heals the heart.
Humans are meant to connect.
Loss brings people together.
Deep connects are hard to forget.
Being strong is all you can do.
To keep moving on to something new.
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Saying Goodbye
By, Emily

It was the hardest thing I ever had to do. I had to say
goodbye to my dad forever. He was in hospice care for two
weeks after a seven-year battle with brain cancer. He was an
hour and a half away from me, so I cold not see him a lot. My
mom’s car was slowly breaking apart, and so I knew this was
going to be the last time I would ever see him.
The visit seemed like the other times I had been to see him;
he was in a wheel chair in the recreational room waiting. He
could barely talk anymore and his two close friends were there
with him. It hurt to see him like that. Seven years ago before the
cancer he was a sports fanatic and always outside playing some
sport. Often the kids across the street asked him to play with
them, but then one day he could not move his left leg and left
arm. At the ER, they diagnosed him with cancer…
During my last visit we went outside and talked. I didn’t
want to leave because I knew that when I did that was it, I
would never see him again! Finally, the time came. I said that I
loved him and gave him a kiss. I stayed strong through the visit
and when I went to the car I couldn’t stop crying. It was a long
week until he finally died, but now his struggle is over.

Sweet Sorrow
By, Josephina Davis

Dear Daddy,
I miss you very much.
How could something so sweet bring such sorrow?
Your life ended so early.
You were taken away from me four days before I was two.
My mind so young,
My heart turned cold.
I asked you if you were sleeping,
Begging you to wake up.
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Now that my mind has grown a bit older I know my pain and
sorrow will always become joy and happiness.
By losing you, I gained many more people who are always there
for me when the pain creeps its way into my heart.
They give me some of their joy to make sure I’m always okay,
And I would do the same for them if they felt this pain.

Letters from Mia
By, Mia

Dear Dad,
I miss you more than anything in the world. I miss your
happy smile that no matter what happened you made me
smile. I miss your funny jokes that always put a smile on my face.
I miss your big hugs. I always loved your hugs…they made me
feel so safe and so very happy. I didn’t have a care in the
world. I love you, Dad, and I know I will see you again some day.
I miss you,
Mia
Dear Dad,
Everyday that I would wake up at your house I would be so
excited. Everyday I would hear the nine words you said that
made me feel like the most loved person in the world, “You are
the best little girl in the world.” You would say that to me
everyday and I loved it when I heard you say that. Now,
whenever my mom says it, I feel like bursting from holding back
my happy tears. I loved you so much, Dad. Even though I might
not hear you say those words again,
I know no matter old
I will always be,
Daddy’s Girl.
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You Never Know…
By, Mia

I remember his warm hugs whenever he hugged me I felt
safe, I felt strong, and I felt loved even when the world was
chaotic. Now that he is not here to give me comfort and love, I
miss it. He was taken away too soon. I never appreciated him
enough when he was here. This is the greatest and saddest
example of “You never know what you have until it’s gone.”
I loved my dad and to this day I still I wish could have been
there when he passed. No matter what, I will always love him
and I will never forget him. Not his blue eyes, not his happy smile,
and especially not his loving embrace.
I love you, Dad.
Mia

Loss
By, Charlotte

What is loss? Loss is when a family and friends grieve over a
loved one dying. Hurt, so many people say that hurt is when you
have a sprained ankle, but there are multiple ways of feeling
hurt. There is physical hurt and emotional hurt.
Emotional is what I was called in school. I might have
been, but I was hurting from the news I heard that people had
died…people who were close to me. My friends say poor
person, but I say poor family. People die every day, but the real
hurt is in the family who has lost them.
I lost my dad to a brain aneurysm that probably hurt a lot.
He was in the hospital for two weeks, but I have this long-term
hurt in my body. I was oblivious to what had happened for a
while, but when it set in that my father was dead there was a
burning heartache in the pit of my stomach. My heart hurt
because he wasn’t with me anymore. I was five and all I could
think was what I was going to miss about him. At seven, I started
thinking about what exactly I would miss because I didn’t have a
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dad, like going to father/daughter dances and getting walked
down the aisle. And I knew then that I would even miss hanging
out with him by the pool.
I felt that I was the only one who lost someone that they
loved. When I say my dad died, people say they understand
because their pet died, but they don’t. I was sad and alone,
even though my best friend Campbell was with me the whole
time.
Recently I lost my cousin Hunter to a drunk driver. He lived
with me for a while and became my best friend, too. Again no
one understood. I was alone and my whole body hurt.
Hurting is more than, “Ow, I stubbed my toe.” I have been
grieving for nine years and, honestly, I will never stop. My dad
and Hunter left behind a scar so deep that it still hurts even
though it cannot be seen.

Live
By, Gianna

Everyone experiences loss differently,
Some people lose themselves.
While grieving some people distract themselves
Whatever way you grieve, everyone needs something.
Emotional support or to be left alone.
You need something.
And if you don’t find it right away,
You will find it later.
Everyone has a different life.
So live it.
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Understanding
By, Eve

“I’m sorry for your loss” is what people say when I tell them my
dad died. Why? Why do people say “your loss”? What did I
lose? Why do people apologize? It’s not their fault. Why do
people say they understand when they don’t?
The only people that truly understand are the people at Circle of
Tapawingo. When you are at Circle, people don’t constantly
say, “I’m sorry for your loss.” They don’t say they understand
when they don’t because they do understand. After I tell other
people my dad died, they don’t talk about family around me
anymore, they don’t say the word “dad” or “death.” At camp
we can talk about family and death because that’s what Circle
is all about, talking about family and death and how we feel
because everyone understands at Circle.

Silence
By Eliza

Silent
Dull and weary
Silence breaks
You down
Something that
Used to be
Filled with
Singing and joy,
Now silent
Locked away,
Lost.
Silence isn’t
Always bad.
It can soothe
The knots and
Flatten the
Wrinkles in your brain.
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The Feeling of Loss
By, Noa

The feeling of loss
Is somewhat like being tossed
Away from everyone and everything
It’s almost like disappearing
Losing a person hurts
And sometimes it makes life worse
Sometimes loss makes things better
Like now people change like the weather
Loss affects people in many ways
Just like the seasons and days
But there is one thing to remember
Even though loss is loss our
Memories will stay forever.

Then and Now
By, Kim

My emojis represent my story.
It starts out with sad crying
and then anger crying and
then sobbing and crying for
many months.
Later, I had to deal with the
fact that there was nothing I
could do to change it. Then
the Center for Grieving
Children came along and we
went. At first I was iffy about
it, but then it started to get
me back on my feet.
Next, a new family came into
my group. It was nice that
they could come in and
share their stories, but sad at
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the same time that they lost one
of their birds of a feather. At that
time, there were two broken
hearts, but later their mom and my
dad started to get together. And
the kids would hang out. And
after a while they got married.
Our heart was fixed, though it still
had that scar. But thanks to the
Center for Grieving Children and
Circle of Tapawingo now my life
has gotten back on track.

An Important Letter
By, Tori

Dear Mom,
It makes me really upset that you chose drugs over me.
Drugs don't do anything but make you sick. It hurts to not have
a mother like most people do. You have disappointed me so
much that I am used to it and shouldn't have to feel like that.
Why did you leave? You were supposed to stay. The thing I don't
understand is that you had an amazing mom, but you couldn't
be that for me. The women in my life that care about me are
more of a mom to me than you have ever been. All I ever
wanted was a real mother, and I will never have that. You really
hurt me and I don't think I can ever forgive you.
From,
Tori
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NUMBNESS
By, Kellie

June 10, 2014: Today the numbness begins and little do I know
he won't be okay. It could never happen to me, right?
At the mere age of 12, the world went numb. No time. No
feelings. No will. Everything came to a halt. Just two days later I
concluded nothing was worth it. He's not here. And when the
world goes numb you look for an out. Something, anything to
pull you away from the harsh reality of the extreme emptiness
that is always present. I looked. I tried. Believe me when I say I
did everything in my power in my power to deny the loss of my
brother. No "out" was strong enough to withstand the grief
tugging me into the dirt.
My 24/7 best friend, my protector...gone. When feeling is gone,
numbness takes over.
Numb because he was so young, 13 years is not a life, it is a
second in the timeline of the world. He was a pure person,
selfless. Yet someone, God, whoever, decided he was not
worthy of continuing in life. Numb because life went on while he
was buried six feet under, dreaming with the stars above. Numb
because NOTHING has been the same, nor will it ever be again.
I stand now, two years later, somewhat at peace with his death,
but numbness never heals. I will never be healed.

Others
By, Lily

I am not defined by the death in my family or the mistakes
that we have made. I am so much more than that.
In school and at other places like it, I AM the mistakes, the
death, the problems. People let it define their understanding of
my sister and me. It clouds the varying opinions and feelings
towards us: feelings of pity, disgust, anger or the feeling that my
sister and I should not be trusted.
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That isn't us.
Here, at Circle, our family's mistakes, the death and the
problems don't define us. We are girls that simply had it a bit
rough. We do NOT want your pity or negative feelings. We want
you to be happy about the fact that we are making it. Be
happy about the fact that we REFUSE to let negative feelings
CONTROL our lives; to control our minds, to control our feelings
towards ourselves.
We are strong, smart, brilliant, beautiful, resilient girls that do
not let people define us through the negative things that
happen in our lives.
We are strong.
We are proud.
We will not let others define us.

In Memory
By, Kara

It was March 7, 2014. My brother Brendon and I were up at
my Gram's getting ready for school, when my Dad and Nan
came up. We were sitting at my Gram's table eating breakfast
and laughing when my Nan gave my brother and me the news.
On March 7, 2014 our Mom passed away. In some parts it was
good because she wasn't suffering anymore and in some parts it
was bad because we had to ask family for money.
After they told my brother and me we just realized that we
didn’t have a Mom anymore. It was hard to see my Mom in the
hospital with all those things on her. I think it was harder to see
my Mom in a casket than in a hospital bed. With my Mom's
death, my brother and I got closer. It has been two years since
my mom left us. Thinking about it, I got a new family and got
closer to my brother.
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I Was Scared
By, Jenise

I remember when my father was in the hospital, sick of
pancreatic cancer. I didn’t know what to do. The day my father
passed away changed my whole view of things. I now realize
that I had to help my mom and do things that a normal 11 year
old wouldn’t have to do. I had to babysit and sacrifice certain
things over the summer such as hanging out with my friends. I
didn’t like being without a Father. I lost him right before 6th
grade when I first started at SEED. I cried every single day in 6th
grade, looking for someone to relate to, someone who had
been through the same thing as me.
A year later, a staff member introduced me to Circle Camps. At
first I was a little hesitant.
I was scared of leaving my younger siblings and mother while I
travelled to West Virginia, but my mother forced me to go.
When I first arrived to camp, I was scared. My school friends,
Kyshera and Monee were there, so I knew everything would be
okay. At camp, we played tennis, got into the pool, and had the
Circle Camps Olympics. It was more than I imagined.
Circle Camps taught me how to grieve and that being sad is
okay. Even though last year was my first year, I have grown to
love camp. I am definitely going back next year!
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My Feelings
By, Jakiyah

I felt so lost when I lost my father. But, then again I was very
young so I really didn't understand the feeling. As I got older it
got harder for me not to be able to have a father figure in my
life.
It feels like I'm all alone in this world; that nobody really
"gets" me. Many people wouldn't understand what it's like
everyday. I walk down the street. I see many fathers with their
daughters and I just want that bond. I want my dad back.
Sometimes I sit by myself in my room and cry. I ask, "Why
does everything happen to me?" I feel like I am blamed for his
death, like I could've prevented his death.
People wouldn't understand how I feel 'cause I don't
understand many thoughts and memories that go through my
head. Sometimes I think if I could trade places with my dad I
would. I just feel like there is a missing hole in my heart that can't
be patched up.

Circle Camp
By, Bea

Caring people who understand what you're going through
Interesting stories of my other bunkmate's lost loved ones
Reuniting with your old bunk mates and old camp counselors
Creating great memories
Learning new things
Enjoying your time at Circle
Creative crafting
Always wanting to come back
Making new friends
Positive vibes at Circle
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My Camp Story
By, Elizabeth

At first I hated the thought of Circle Camp. I didn’t want to
sit and talk about my feelings. It sounded like some stupid
feelings circle for a week. But, my Mom said it wasn't, so I
backed off. I gave it a chance.
FLASH FORWARD... today... I was nervous that people
wouldn't like me, people would steal my stuff and I wouldn't
make friends. The bus was late and I was scared that the white
bus was the bus. The yellow bus finally drove in and I take it all in.
They ran out of luggage tags so we had to remember our stuff.
A girl ran to another and they hugged.
I got on the bus and I was welcomed to "the crazy train". I
was nervous so I sat next to a girl in a band shirt and sang on the
drive. I watched the girls talk and sing and be crazy upon
reuniting.
I got to Circle Camp and we're told to get with our bunk. I
didn’t know so I asked and I am pointed to Bunk 7. I met Ronni,
Sam and a few others along the way. It was enthralling and
scary all at once, being the new camper. It was so different
than at home.
Now I am halfway through the Circle Camp journey. I
know I want to come back and collect beads. I've met so many
supportive people and told my story. We had fun and sadness.
We laughed and cried. This camp is one of the biggest steps I've
taken, and my least regret.
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From Me to Me
By, Nakiya

Dear Self,
First off, "Hi Girl! How you been, girl?"
I know you miss 2016, when you was only 14, because you love
being yourself . Don't change for no one or anything if you feel
like you can't do nothing. Never give up because the grass is
greener on the other side.
So, LOVE you girl!
Love,
Nakiyah
##################################################

How I Got My Nicknames
By, Pajamas (Kyshera)

I got the nickname "Ky" because that's the first part in my
name, which is Kyshera, and it's easy to remember. I got the
nickname "Pajamas" because my teacher for 'step' classes and
her sister could never remember my name 99.999% of the time. I
wore my pajamas to 'step' practice so they just started calling
me "Pajamas". Last, but not least, I got the nickname "Rainbow"
because one day this summer, 2016, I wore a black tank top,
burgundy pants and lipstick, pink, blue and white shoes. My
sister said, "You look like a rainbow". So, I decided that my
nickname would be "Rainbow" as well.
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First Day of School
By, Miracle

Note to self....
Hey girl, you only in the 8th grade
"You Rey Kill It".
First day of school.
I can't wait to see you and what you look like.
I Love Everyone!!!

I Wish You Were Still Here
An Original Song
By, Shy

Please don't leave me all alone
I need you there by my side
I need you a lot, but I know you are gone
Will you ever come back? (2x)
You left me too soon, you left me in the dark
All alone and scared, searching for my own way out
You were my best friend,
How could you leave me in the place that I am in?
I never really got to tell you how much you mean to me,
My love for you stretches across the universe and over a million
stars.
How could you ever understand what you mean to me, if you
never gave me the chance to tell you?
And I need you now more than anything in the world
'Cause I feel like I lost my heart
I'm trying to be strong because I want you to be proud of me
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